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10 of 10 review helpful Attractive mildly biased By Customer This is a highly attractive book the photographs actually 
almost made me salivate The majority of emeralds in the marketplace are reprehensible the ones pictured here prove 
that emeralds done right are among the most transcendently lovely objects on earth Ward clearly knows his emeralds 
and other gemstones he effectively and clearly transmits Part of the Fred Ward Gem Book Series This lavishly 
illustrated book in the all color series includes History and Lore Hunt for Treasure Romancing the Stone Jewels and 
Artifacts Synthetic Emeralds Fakes and Imitations and Buying Caring for Emeralds This book provides the ideal 
introduction to one of the world s most famous gems Follow author Fred Ward around the world in search for the most 
important examples of this beautiful and historic gemstone well produced and succceeds in giving a great deal of 
information in a very small compass I recommend the book for all interested in this beautiful stone Journal of 
Gemmology EnglandThis easy to read informative very well illustr 
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